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ABSTRACT 

The world can see traces of Dr. Ambedkar’s vision in the Sustainable Development Goals and find his views 

relevant for environmental sustainability, his thoughts and intervention on nature, village, land, agriculture, 

water, community, industry, technology and science. Dr.B.R.Ambedkar’s understanding essentially alters the 

‘natural’ course of various processes, including that of the biosphere, or the biological, animate part of nature. 

Dr. Ambedkar had very critical ideologies of universal and social nature, as they often concealed the past and 

politics of exploitative casteist relation. And his idea on the relationship between human being and nature are 

useful to put equity at the centre stage of the environment discourage. Environmental problem and degradation 

for Dr. Ambedkar not only because of over exploitation of natural recourse.  

Dr. Ambedkar’s understanding of nature was more complex, going beyond his personal experience of the 

natural world. Throughout, he classify into categories, The First was the External nature, or the unmediated 

material world, Dr. Ambedkar described this external nature as ‘useful material from the earth’ the soil or water 

and take the form of hunting, fishing, stock-raising. The second was the ‘universal nature’ thing which 

dominates society, in which supposed naturalness and natural laws determined the structure of society. 

 

Definition:- 

“Environment” 

1. Oxford dictionary meaning 

The surroundings or conditions in which a person, animal, or plant lives or operates, ‘survival in an often 

hostile environment’ 

2. (as modifier)A parliamentary environment committee’, In India 

The environment the natural world, as a whole or in a particular geographical area, especially as affected by 

human activity, ‘the impact of pesticides on the environment’ 

Importance: 

1. A study of cover all subjects regarding the environment or deep study by Dr.Ambedkar. 

2. Not only study of natural environment or external environment but also study of universal environment 

(included human being). 
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3. Broadly reflection and thoughts of environment is social environment, political environment, educational 

environment, economical environment, Agriculture environment, natural environment and spiritual environment 

by Dr. Ambedkar. 

Objective: 

 To understand great vision for environment by Dr.B.R.Ambedkar’s. 

 To study Dr. Ambedkar thoughts of environment and how it applies to today’s youth in Indian 

economics. 

 To understand the role of sustainable development and growth in the Indian Economy. 

 To understand uphold to remove inequalities, 

 To protect the interests of the weaker section of the society related with youth.  

Hypothesis: 

1. To see the angle of sustainable development on Indian Constitution, which is not related to any 

particular caste, sex, birth, place etc. by Dr. Ambedkar. 

2. Refection and work done regarding sustainable development in Indian Economy by Dr. Ambedkar. 

Research Methodology: 

Secondary data has been taken from internet, related books, volumes, speeches and magazine etc.   

Observation: 

Sustainable development has been defined in many ways, but the most frequently quoted definition is from 

Our Common Future, 

Also known as the Brundtland Report: "Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the 

present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs." 

Dr.Ambedkar classify environment into categories– 
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Generally environment introduces soil, water, air, tree or forest, animal etc. Everyone wants to progress in 

agricultural, industrial and service sector. These all sectors going to develop. But today’s need is sustainable 

development.  

People always said Dr. Ambedkar worked for   untouchable or Dalits people, but deeply reflected on Dalits it is 

not true, Dr. Ambedkar also saw modernity differently, where Dalits were outside the ecological space and 

intellectual universe, as lived by high-caste Indians. It means Dalits or lower cast people haven’t rights to living 

hostile environment. Dr. Ambedkar’s great thoughts about equality for human, social, political, economic, 

justices and inequality in the society which made by few upper caste or society of people. Survival in an often 

hostile environment, even it is not possible. In this situation Dr. Ambedkar’s sustainable development is means 

universal nature. Indian constitution included many articles for that.  

Dr Ambedkar wrote extensively on industry, science, technology, modernization, urbanization, development 

and planning. He participated directly in the formation of an object, and a strategy for post-war economic plan, 

and planned development of water and electric power resources in the country. Some of the important present 

day major and minor river valley projects like Deodar, Mahanadi and some other. 

Dr. Ambedkar said, if democracy is to live up to its principle of one man, one vote time has come to take a bold 

step and define both the economic structure as well as the political structure of society by the law the 

constitution.  

In Indian economics, Indian constitution is very important because Justice: social, economic and politics. 

Liberty: liberty of thought, expression, belief, faith and worship, Equality: equality of status and of 

opportunity and promote among them all. Fraternity: assuring the dignity of the individual and the unity and 

integrity of the nation. By   Dr.  Ambedkar   (Indian Constitution). This is a real environment of human. Today’s  

youth responsibility to be aware our rights and responsibility in every subject around us.  

In ‘Aurangabad University’ at Aurangabad, Maharashtra. Premises Dr. Ambedkar planted tree, and said if 

anybody want to give gifts to each other give the plant, not only the plant take care of future. This is very simple 

act by Dr. Ambedkar still today applicable for everyone. 

Conclusion and Suggestion: 

The Thoughts of explicitly has fascinating ecological dimensions. His idea on the relationship between human 

being and nature are useful it put equality at the restive stage of environmental discourse. Environmental 

problems and its degradation  for Dr. Ambedkar  are not only  because of over  exploitation of ‘natural resource 

’ but also  due to  in equations access of different  social  groups to  the recourse base particularly  on the cause 

of access to  drinking water  to socially  marginalised  section such as  Dalits. This article proposes that  the 

ecological dimension  dr. Ambedkar  thought   offers a  theory  of environmentalism  which  is useful to  

capture. Differential  impact of environmental problem on society as whole. 

Dr. Ambedkar views on environment and development not only provide layers and nuances to Indian 

environment thought, but also help to partly explain some of the roots of environmental  justice movement  in 

India , which involves Dalits’ rights over natural resources , and their cry  for right to development. 
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Dr. Ambedkar all literature in English languages, it means this all knowledge not for particular place, city, 

nation or caste etc it is for everyone in this earth. 

Dr. Ambedkar reflection on environment was deeply, he reflected all subject like human, social, political, 

economic, agriculture, nature etc. in the environment. 
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